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The Master of the Mississippi, The King of the Klondike!: History and Authenticity in The Life
and Times of Scrooge McDuck
Peter Cullen Bryan
Invited to join a museum expedition to South America in search of square eggs, Donald
Duck and his nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie wind up as the only members left standing after a
bout of food poisoning. After an attempt to purchase the square eggs from the locals, the group
heads off into a nearby mistcovered valley following their only lead. As they reach the edge of
the valley and crest the ridge, a great expanse opens before them, an ancient city hidden in the
mountains, resembling Machu Picchu. It is a sight to behold, offering a full scope of the stone
city couched within the mountains of South America, detailed and colorful to a degree that a
reader might find surprising in a Disney comic. The panorama doesn’t linger long; soon Donald
and his nephews make their way into the city, and toward a conclusion to their adventure. But
that singular image is a powerful one that would echo through the ages.
Carl Barks wrote and drew “Lost in the Andes” (Four Color Comics #223), yet never
traveled outside the United States during his working life. He was an avid reader of National
Geographic who dispatched his characters to exotic locales that were true to life. In his work, he
strove for authenticity in the depiction of historical sites and natural wonders, an attention to
detail that entranced audiences, particular a foreign readership that only grew through the decades.
In effect, Barks was creating a travelogue in his comics, one that allowed children the world over
to visit interesting, real places, achieving the same effect of magazines like National Geographic,
albeit with cartoon ducks as tour guides. Barks captured the spirit of 19th century travel
literature, targeted at child audiences worldwide. His style would be adopted and expanded upon
by his successor Don Rosa, who found space for his own sweeping panoramas within the comics
pages. Rosa cultivated the seeds Barks planted into a fully formed biography of Scrooge
McDuck, charting his travels and adventures across the world, dubbed The Life and Times of
Scrooge McDuck. He created a travelogue through the comics of his youth, crucially revisiting
the locations that Barks drew, including the mysterious valley in the Andes (twice). Barks’s
originals enjoyed a popularity that owes much to this sense of adventure and authenticity, while
Rosa’s followups represent a different journey, crafting a canon out the assorted stories. Barks’s
stories are modern travel stories, albeit ones written by a middleaged man who wouldn’t leave
the United States until his 94th birthday literally drawing from secondhand sources, and a
successor working decades after his inspiration who spent an incredible effort researching the
work to create something resembling fact.
While some of the appeal of Donald Duck can be chalked up to the Walt Disney
Company's marketing acumen, the characters seem to have a power all their own, greater than
even Disney's erstwhile mascot Mickey Mouse. There is certainly an element of Donald Duck
that is more relatable; Neal Gabler notes “Donald Duck seemed to offer audiences both a
vicarious liberation from the conventional behavior and morality to which they had to subscribe to
in their own lives and which the Duck clearly transgressed...at a time when the entire world
seemed to be roiling in anger and violence” (Gabler 202). Whereas Mickey was eventempered
and friendly, Donald was prone to bursts of anger, powered by pure frustration with the world at
large. The Duck is relatable to audiences, and presenting an exciting protagonist in cartoons and
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comics. Barks’s rendition of Donald and his extended family (generally his nephews Huey,
Dewey, and Louie, his Uncle Scrooge McDuck, and cousin Gladstone Gander) are often out of
sorts with the pace of modern life; the bustling life of the coastal Duckburg only occasionally
stands as the setting for the stories. More often, they head into the wilderness, in pursuit of lost
treasure, merit badges, or simply a few moments of peace and quiet (though those are rarely
found). These allow for narratives of adventure and exploration, tapping into themes of
wishfulfillment: after all, what kid wouldn’t want to take an afternoon off to search for buried
gold or investigate a weird old castle? Though presented in a new format (the comic book), the
themes, and the format of the adventurestyle travel stories, reflecting the evolution of travel
literature, albeit written by a man who never left the continental United States.
Carl Barks is the man most responsible for the style and popularity of the Duck comics,
regarded by fans as "The Good Duck Artist." He got his start with Disney as an inbetweener,
though found his calling at the studio in the story department as a gag writer, writing almost
exclusively for Donald Duck, who was quickly eclipsing Mickey as the company’s most popular
property. Donald’s lowgrade misanthropy proved an effective fit for Barks: "Barks's
conservatism and critical stands toward modernity inform many of the cartoons on which he
worked. These films foreground anxieties about a loss of masculine authority and control, a
dread of the feminine, and fears of technological progress” (Andrae 31). Barks was pivotal in
shaping Donald as figure who uncomfortable with the modern world, who nevertheless appealed
to children through slapstick violence (invariably directed at the Duck) and unrestrained tantrums.
Thomas Andrae further posits that: “Barks was a staunch individualist, and the cartoons also
express an antiauthoritarian ethic exemplified in the nephews' struggle for freedom against
Donald, and Barks's satire of war propaganda and military discipline" (Andrae 32). However,
Barks’s future did not lay in the cartoon shorts.
After contributing to numerous shorts, Barks helped to write and draw a Disney comic
entitled "Donald Duck Finds Pirate Gold", though soon after left his job at Disney owing to
health issues, and planned to take up chicken farming. When financial difficulty loomed, he
contacted Western Publishing (who at the time handled the comics publishing for Disney) looking
for additional work he could do from home. He was hired and began to craft a series of comics
featuring Donald Duck, slowly creating an expansive world around the character. His
individualistic conservatism, a sort of American exceptionalism formed by the frontier that had
closed a few short years before Barks’s birth, would inform his comics work considerably,
cementing his version of Donald Duck within the popular imagination of the readers of Disney
comics. He would continue to work for the next 24 years almost exclusively on Donald Duck
comics, for low pay and no recognition, finally retiring in 1966 at the age of 65. He would
finally achieve some financial reward and prestige for his work during his retirement, living until
he was 99 years old and continuing to work as an artist.
Barks's versions of characters, while drawn from the Disney originals, were rewritten to
better suit his needs, becoming more wellrounded and developed individuals in his stories. For
Donald, Barks explains that he "broadened his character out very much. Instead of just making
him a quarrelsome little guy out of him, I made a sympathetic character. He was sometimes a
villain, and he was often a real good guy and at all times he was just a blundering person like the
average human being" (Ault 83). Donald was already eclipsing Mickey as Disney's most popular
character, and the comics served to solidify that, making his comical bouts of rage (much rarer in
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the comics than the cartoons) into a spectrum of human emotion. While they weren’t purely
Barks creations, he expanded Donald's nephews, Huey, Dewey, and Louie, from "mischievous
little guys who were always in conflict with Donald" to "smart little guys once in awhile, and
very clumsy little guys at other times", hoping to keep things fresh and reflecting his personal
philosophies (Ault 83). Barks soon began to add his own creations to the cast: Gladstone Gander,
Donald's lazy yet incredibly lucky cousin, first appeared in 1948, the criminal Beagle Boys in
1951, the absent minded inventor Gyro Gearloose in 1952, and myriad other significant figures
introduced over the years. But his most significant contribution would come in 1947, with Uncle
Scrooge McDuck, among his first inventions for the comics..
Scrooge was created, as with the rest of Barks's creations, to fill a role in a story. In this
case, "Christmas on Bear Mountain," Barks decided to incorporate a rich uncle who would drive
the story, as the owner of mountainside cabin where Donald and the nephews could spend the
holiday. He further elaborated on this with the uncle deciding to test Donald's bravery, the plot
being filled out by a bear costume, an actual bear, and a bear cub. Barks's writing process often
involved creating a scene or writing a few gags, and then forming the story around it. His art was
in turn formed by his story; with this story, "I began to think of the great Dickens Christmas
story about Scrooge...I just was just thief enough to steal some of the idea and have a rich uncle
for Donald. I guess the fact that he was rich was the thing that triggered all further developments
 as to just how rich and the showing of his wealth” (Ault 94). Scrooge was a means to an end, a
variation on the classic version of Ebenezer Scrooge, who would discover the power of love that
would redeem him at the end of the story. The character was intended be oneoff, but Barks
explains “I found that that was quite a fascinating subject  just piles of money would appeal to a
lot of people. And I just gradually made him richer and richer....those things just grew like
building brick walls: you just lay one brick on top of another, and finally you've got the whole
thing built" (Ault 9495). Scrooge’s wealth became a plot device, a means to an end, sending the
characters beyond the confines of Duckburg and its immediate environs. A story like “Lost in the
Andes” required setup to explain why Donald and his kin might adjourn to South America for an
adventure; Scrooge allowed him to bypass these mental hoops and allowed him to expand the
world. Barks was fastidious in his planning and emphasized continuity and cohesion in his work:
“everything would be carefully planned out by the conclusion; events would be telegraphed,
sequences carefully laid out for maximum impact, all leading toward a carefully constructed
conclusion when all of the pieces came tumbling together” (Ault 8485). It would take five years
of tinkering from Scrooge's introduction before he got his own title, starting with 1952's "Only A
Poor Old Man".
From his first starring role, Scrooge McDuck possessed more nuance than his early
appearances. While he was certainly greedy and moneyhungry, he was not defined by his lust
for wealth. He explains to Donald in “Only A Poor Old Man” that “there is no greater comfort
than in having a fortune like mine!” (Barks 3). The money allows, at least in theory, a sense of
security, but the money in question is more an end than a means. Michael Barrier elaborates
"Scrooge had the kind of fantastic wealth a child could understand, and he hoarded that money in
what amounted to a gigantic piggy bank. A child with a lot of cash might want to spend it on
toys, but for Scrooge, his money itself was an enormous toy" (Barrier). The money is a plot
device, something to be threatened with theft, forcing Scrooge to action, or else his search for
ever rarer treasures sending him on adventures. There is something more significant in “Only A
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Poor Old Man,” that renders Scrooge a somewhat deeper figure than first appearances. Scrooge
explains that “all this money means something to me! Every coin in here has a story!”,
elaborating on earning his fortune in the Klondike and the west through hard work and
perseverance, concluding that “you’d love your money, too, boys, if you got it the way I didby
thinking harder than the other guyby jumping a little quicker…” (Barks 89). Scrooge is an
incurable nostalgic in many ways, a mix of Barks's conservatism and Walt Disney's Arcadian
youth, and this single passage forms the basis of his character. He is an old man out of his time,
but one who never gives up his spirit of adventure, who is eternally optimistic as to the power of
hard work and determination, and who will live out his winter years carrying on. Thomas Andrae
argues that "Scrooge's popularity stemmed from the way the character negotiated tensions within
the American dream in the postwar era. Americans have had a basic, almost spiritual,
commitment to the principles of free enterprise, selfreliance, and individualism of the Protestant
ethic” (Andrae 188). This individualistic spirit inspires the roving adventures that Barks will
create, a consistent aspect of the character that would be explored more fully by Barks’s
successors, particularly Don Rosa.
The introduction of Scrooge McDuck marked a major sea change in the Duck comics.
While Donald certainly had his share of adventures, he was largely contained to Duckburg and its
surrounding environs (a rough composite of northern California and Minnesota). With Uncle
Scrooge, there was room for grander adventures, with stories taking place in exotic locales
ranging from the Andes to the Klondike to Australia, even into outer space on several occasions.
The Scrooge stories shifted away from the broad comedy of the Donald comics (though they
were not devoid of slapstick and other silliness), and became something more inline with the
adventure serials of Barks's youth. Crucially, these globetrotting escapades maintained a strong
undercurrent of reality: they often took place in real world locales, albeit with a few fictionalized
element, and Barks strove for a great attention to accuracy. Don Rosa recalls “When I was a kid,
I figured Kalgoorlie was just a gag funnybook name...but true to form, Barks didn’t insult his
readers, young or old, with made up nonsense. Kalgoolie was indeed the site of of one the late
19thcentury gold rushes” (Rosa U$ 291). Barks drew inspiration of many sources including,
including copying pictures out of National Geographic and similar magazines. Barks explained
that "I just sort of built up a background on places like Australia from a few old pulp magazines I
had read stories in...most reference material for my scripts came from National Geographic and
Encyclopedia Britannica. Art references from four file drawers of clippings, plus numerous art
and drawing books" (Ault 10). His panoramas, including the one featured in “Lost in the Andes”
became a hallmark of his style, and the realworld inspirations lent a depth and richness to the
drawings that didn’t appear in the works of the other Duck artists of the era. Barks's reckoning
of nature is not one purely of its beauty and mystique; he recognizes that it is a place of great
danger and misfortune to the unprepared, recalling Jack London and other authors of Barks's
youth.
While the stories featured epic journeys, the scale remained constrained; the adventures
were episodic, with the same locations rarely being revisited, creating an expansive world that
nevertheless lacked development, compared to other comics like Hergé’s Tintin or the nascent
universe of Marvel’s Stan Lee. Barks, while concerned about continuity in a given story, wasn’t
seriously concerned with the larger questions of geography or family lineage, occasionally laying
contradictions to his own canon. The significant element of Barks’s Scrooge is that he was not
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always successful, but did well in aggregate, his hard work and consistent effort paying off over
time (Andrae 189). There is a sense that this is the central lesson that Scrooge wishes to pass on
to Donald and, by extension, the lesson that Barks hopes to impart to his readers. Scrooge
himself would not always live up to these high ideals, but there was a sense that Barks recognized
this as the way the world works. Barks explained "trhe thing that is most important about my
comics is this: I told it like it is. I told the kids that the bad guys have a little bit of good in
them, and the good guys have a lot of bad in them, and that you just couldn't depend on anything
much, that nothing was going to always turn out roses...it was the way life goes. I didn't disguise
anything or make things look rosy” (Ault 44). His characters were simple, but had hidden depths
that Barks was never particularly interested in exploring, though others were.
The dimensions of Scrooge’s character could be seen in the story "North of the Yukon"
(Uncle Scrooge #59). Involving Scrooge's return to the north to settle an old debt, during which
myriad complications occur (as they are wont to do), Scrooge finds himself on an ice flow, the
loan receipt (the MacGuffin representing his whole fortune) on one side, and his aging sled dog
Barko on the other. Realizing he can only save one, Scrooge helps the dog, leaving the receipt to
be captured by the villain, nominally trading the fortune for the life of an anonymous pooch.
Writer Geoffrey Blum explains "Barko, like Scrooge, was a frontiersman, an emblem of the
tough but honest way of life with which Barks had long identified. Scrooge is the artist's
reclusive nature, Barko is more outgoing, but when the chips are down, they pull together. 'North
of the Yukon' presents us with two faces of an aging champion who still has what it takes to beat
modern courts, cons, and media campaigns" (Blum 27). Scrooge's hidden nature is put on
prominent display in this story: given the choice, he would give up his fortunes for the life of
another. He is not purely a greedy plutocrat, but a frontier adventurer who values experiences and
companionship more than his incredible wealth The story itself hammers home these points: the
impetus for the adventure is an allegedly paid debt coming back to haunt Scrooge through court
action, prompting an Alaskan adventure to retrieve some missing evidence to prove Scrooge's
side. He must rely on his own abilities in the wilderness, proving to himself (and the audience)
that he is still worthy of his vast wealth, while also demonstrating his occasionally muted
empathy.
"North of the Yukon" demonstrates Scrooge's morality in returning the aging Barko's
loyalty with his own, in spite of the potential costs to himself (though being a Barks story, the
fortune is saved by the intervention of a deus ex machina). For as much power as Scrooge
possesses in the civilized world, he is a highly moral human being that acts to rescue those in
need. Moreover, he demonstrates himself a duck who recognizes (and upholds) the bond of
civilization and nature, not forgetting the social contract he had with Barko when he called upon
him to pull the sled. This might tap into some deepseeded human need to protect the animals
that serve us, but also marks Scrooge as a man worthy of his command of nature, one who can
appreciate its splendor, handle its dangers, and tap its riches without utterly destroying the
environment (Andrae 183186). Barks’s interest in Scrooge as a character was limited; he might
play the lead in the strip, but his nephews were generally featured just as strongly as he was.
“Yukon” was the rare Barks story that focused almost entirely on Scrooge, with the others acting
largely as observers in his adventure. On the ice floes, it falls solely to Scrooge alone to make
the decision, and suffer the consequences. Notably, this was among the last stories Barks wrote
before his retirement (though, to be fair, there were another fifty stories published after this one,
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due to his talent for staying well ahead of schedule), demonstrating the small ways in which the
character had grown under his pen; it would fall to another to grow Scrooge’s character beyond
this initial seedling.
The elements of Scrooge’s character formed the starting point for Barks’s successor, Don
Rosa. Bark’s retirement signaled a decline in sales of Disney comic in the United States, as
Marvel and DC brought superheroes into the mainstream, with the comics being outofprint by
the late 1970s. The Barks stories had gone out of print, and had become collector’s items for the
small, yet dedicated, fanbase. Hoping to bring the classic stories to new audiences, Bruce
Hamilton and Russ Cochran founded a company, Another Rainbow Publishing, with the express
purpose of reprinting the stories. When discussion turned to the possibility of creating new
stories, rumors spread through the tightknit fan community, catching the attention of a
mildmannered builder and comic hobbyist in Kentucky. Rosa immediately wrote the editor that
he was the only American who was born the write and draw a Scrooge McDuck adventure, and
jumped at the opportunity to pen a story, explaining “I said, ‘I was the only American who was
born to write and draw Uncle Scrooge comics, it was my manifest destiny.’...I found myself
writing and drawing one Uncle Scrooge adventure, which I'd dreamt of since I was a child" (F.A.
Elliot). “The Son of the Sun” featured Scrooge making a trip to South America, a spiritual
retread of “Lost in the Andes,” intended by Rosa to be a oneoff effort. However, the
overwhelming response to the story quickly prompted Rosa to retire from his family’s trade, and
begin to write and draw the comics full time.
If Barks’s work represented the traditional travel narrative drawn into a graphic narrative,
Rosa’s work represented something deeper. Rosa’s work still functions as a travel narrative, but
it was one that travels through Barks’s chronology and geography, rather than the world itself.
Rosa’s first steps were slow and tentative; in 1989, he revisited “Lost in the Andes” more
directly with “The Return to Plain Awful,” written as a tribute for the 40th anniversary of the
original. The adventure in this case largely follows the original, with the addition of Uncle
Scrooge and his rival Flintheart Glomgold enlivening the proceedings. Within the story, Rosa
resoundingly echoes Barks with another grand panorama overlooking the lost city, one which
places his own art as an evolution of Barks’s style, but Rosa most significant contribution would
be in his stories and characterizations. Diana Green notes that "Rosa's palette is specific to
mood, location, and era...Rosa's use of nuanced coloring and more muted tones in his work
differs from that of many funnyanimal books; by contrast, Carl Barks, Rosa's predecessor in
duck narratives, tended to use flat colors. While some of this may be attributed to advances in
printing techniques, it also reflects a stylistic difference" (Green 481). He took a special interest
in Uncle Scrooge; with “The Return to Plain Awful” (and “Son of the Sun” before it), he placed
Scrooge within the historical canon of Duck adventures, even into stories written before
Scrooge’s integration into the cast.
Rosa explained in his introduction to “Son of the Sun” that "I want to take everything
Barks wrote and forge it into a workable timeline. My original dream was to become the new
Carl Barks. I wanted to write, draw, and letter all my own stories. People tell me that my pencils
look just like Barks, but my inks are pure Rosa, and I can't letter properly! So I'll have to settle
for being Don Rosa" (Rosa U$ 219). Rosa closely matched Barks style in drawing and
storytelling, building upon the world that Barks had crafted over his career. He knew the stories
that Barks told as well as any fan, and took great care in assembling the timeline that made the
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backbone of Life and Times, drawing from the old stories themselves, notes, scripts, even the
course of history itself. For him, it was a work of love, a paean to the many hours of joy he'd
had reading these stories as a youth. Moreover, it would serve to reintroduce audiences to those
stories he so loved; Diana Green explains that "by redefining the genre beginning with his first
duck story in 1985, Rosa rekindled interest in funnyanimal narratives. His redefinition was,
however, quite faithful to the tone of the stories that inspired him. His work is seen as on par
with, if not eclipsing, the masters of the form from the 1950's and 1960's" (Green 482). From
there, Rosa began to chart the personal history of Uncle Scrooge, following the basic markers laid
down by Carl Barks, elaborating on the basic outlines with his own indepth research, that would
eventually be dubbed The Life and Times of Scrooge McDuck in its collected twelveissue format,
with a dozen other side stories filling in gaps and references.
Rosa’s research often proved an adventure in itself; he explains “as with all these stories
of Scrooge’s early years, I don’t begin writing until I’ve done extensive research into history and
geography” (Rosa 131). His efforts were not merely rereading old the Barks stories for context
and clues as to Scrooge’s origins, but involved trying to square the timeline with real life places
and events. Rosa explains his methodology “I constructed a list of every ‘fact’ about Scrooge’s
youth that was ever revealed in a Barks tale, no matter how minute or obscurely buried morsel of
history may have been. Next I assembled these ‘facts’ into a timeline, mixing in actual historical
events and people to give it an authentic feel” (Rosa 70). He refined his timeline, speaking to
other Duck fans across the world, carefully researching the history of the later 19th century, when
the young Scrooge was having adventures across the globe. Rosa even went straight to the
source: “I sent my original detailed outline of this entire series...to Carl Barks, who was nice
enough to check over its authenticity to his work...I was pleased that, apart from a few of his
suggestions which I then followed, his letters of reply indicated his apparent satisfaction” (Rosa
117). The writing process was a journey in itself; Rosa, like Barks, never ventured far from the
comfort of his study, but traveled further than his idol, through the stories of his youth on an
adventure of a lifetime.
Rosa emphasized the idea of Scrooge as a frontiersman, both at his old age and in his
youth. The character functions in the manner of a Teddy Roosevelt: a man equally at home on the
frontier and in the hustle and bustle of city life, equally able to exist in the primitive wilds and the
modern cityscape (it was part of the intent of Rosa having Roosevelt cameo three times in the
course of the comics, something that Barks had never done). Rosa explains specifically that “my
research told me of another famous American (Teddy Roosevelt) who was in the Montana/Dakota
Territory at the same tune, I knew it would be an absolute natural to make him one of Scrooge’s
mentors and have him teach Scrooge the true values of life!” (Rosa 89). Scrooge's connection to
nature reflects his status as the selfmade richest duck in the world: his fortunes gained from a
gold strike deep in Alaska wilderness, enhanced by his willingness to dive straight into various
endeavors.
The frontier keeps drawing Scrooge back; he adventures from the Mississippi to
California, with forays to Indonesia, the Transvaal, and Australia, before ultimately finding his
fortune in Alaska. Scrooge lives a roughandtumble lifestyle throughout this period, his jobs
ranging from cowboy to riverboat captain to miner, generally working by himself. It is from this
hard work that Scrooge’s success will eventually come, and his superhuman efforts will be
rewarded with incredible riches. Rosa posits the character as a man present at the closing of the
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frontier, for whom is fortune was a means for recalling his expansive personal experience, and
echoes a certain sadness that these adventures are no longer possible. He explains “it’s the sense
of authentic history that is one of the most salient aspects of Barks’s great adventure
sagasperhaps that’s the one thing that makes me, like many others, find Scrooge to be a more
fascinating character than Donald, who seems to live only in the present” (Rosa 155). In Barks’s
stories, Scrooge’s old adventures often formed the excuse for a given plot, sending him and his
nephews in pursuit of a missing land deed or searching out some halfremembered legend. In
Rosa’s stories, these adventures would often form the basis for the story itself, with Scrooge
regaling his nephews with some tale of oldtime adventure that is invariably a little more wild and
dangerous than the modern world.
Rosa’s work on The Life and Times of Scrooge McDuck is a creative endeavor that
embodies something beyond the typical comic book reboot, a process more personal and entwined
within the deeper history of the characters featured. It is a grand history of a fictional character
than is nevertheless as meticulously researched as any history of a Roman Emperor or 19th
Century business magnate. If Barks’s stories serve as a series of travelogues by way of
adventure stories though very nearly reallife places (at as much as possible with National
Geographic and the local library), Rosa’s work is travelogue through the breadth and scope of
Barks’s prodigious output, with a few detours to places of note. Neither man would travel much
during their prime; Barks didn’t visit Europe until he was 94, though Rosa would spend
considerably more time on the European continent (as well as considerable time and money
exchanging emails with fans across the Atlantic in the early days of the internet). The Life and
Times of Scrooge McDuck allowed Don Rosa to follow the paths staked out by Carl Barks: Barks
was the trailblazer, striking out into the wilds with his adventurous tales, but Rosa was the
builder, who followed the path of his predecessor and built a roadway that others could follow.
Carl Barks would be a name fondly remembered by fans and scholars alike, but Don Rosa built a
monument out of grand scale of his work that allow others to undertake the grand tour for
themselves.
The expansive work of Carl Barks functioned as a series of travel narratives, adventure
stories that sent his Ducks in search of lost treasure or hidden history, though they would always
be back in Duckburg by the time of the next issue. Barks emphasized authenticity in his stories
that allowed them to function as more classic stories of travel literature, albeit aimed at a younger
audience, even though he was largely confined to his farm in California throughout his working
life. Don Rosa picked up the thread of these old stories, finding value in the same aspects of
authenticity that Barks did, and focused on the travels of a single character, Scrooge McDuck,
tracing his grand fictional history across a world of adventure. In this endeavor, Rosa himself
was engaging in his own journey through the canon of Barks’s “Poor Old Man,” uncovering the
myriad of clues Barks had left scattered in his wake, and found the characters he’d loved in a
whole new light. Rosa consistently claims he did not reinvent Scrooge’s character; rather, he
simply found what was buried deep in the wild works of Carl Barks.
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